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Kronodesign® Decorative surfaces Castello Oak

Castello Oak

a   MELAMINE FACED BOARDS

c   HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE

Decorative surfaces 

Kronodesign®
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Kronodesign® Decorative surfaces Castello Oak

The inspiration

01

CLASSIC OAK PANELS WITH A MODERN TOUCH  
European Oaks have long been the preferred choice of 
traditional cabinet makers, the close graining and delicate whorls 
making for accurate working and a beautiful finished workpiece. 
Now you can achieve that look with even more stable, faultless 
and workable melamine faced boards.
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Kronodesign® Decorative surfaces Castello Oak

The Collection

02

A TRIO OF FINELY DETAILED CHARACTERS 
Three classic decors make up the collection. Greige Castello Oak is the popular off-grey 
tone not much darker than freshly cut untreated timber. The Honey Castello Oak, as 
the name suggests, is a warm and natural lightly ’stained’ woodgrain. Finally the Brandy 
Castello Oak is a rich and lustrous finish reminiscent of finely crafted classic furniture. This 
ultra realistic decor is also very much on-trend, making a close connection to nature and 
the environment.
Available in MF PB, MF MDF and MFHDF with matching laminates and edging.

K357 PW
Greige Castello Oak

ac

K358 PW
Honey Castello Oak  

ac
K359 PW
Brandy Castello Oak 

ac
a   MELAMINE FACED BOARDS

c   HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE
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Kronodesign® Decorative surfaces Castello Oak

The texture

03

THE LOOK AND FEEL OF VENEER 
Available on our Pure Wood (PW) texture; a stunningly realistic timber effect with a semi-
matt finish that looks uncannily like a lightly polished veneer, but with all the manufacturing 
benefits of Melamine Faced Boards; strength, reliability, easy to work and a totally
consistent performance. 
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K358 PW Honey Castello OakPW  Pure Wood
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Kronodesign® Decorative surfaces Castello Oak

The Combinations

04

MIX AND MATCH, COMPLEMENT AND CONTRAST 
The fine detailing of the Castello Oaks means they work particularly well with simple 
unicolors that bring out the wealth of subtlety in their patterns. But they also harmonise 
with intricate marbles and with the hybrid textures and tones of the Flows decors. We’ve 
put together some evocative combinations to show the sheer versatility of these quality 
hardwood effects.

Industrial Vibe
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Industrial Vibe
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Kronodesign® Decorative surfaces Castello Oak

04

Lake House

K357 PW 
Greige Castello Oak 
ac
7045 AM 
Satin 
pc
K371 PH 
White Valley Granite 
dc
7063 SU 
Pastel Green 
ac
K097 SU 
Dusk Blue 
ac
6299 BS
Cobalt Grey 
ac

Tuscan Farmhouse

K358 PW 
Honey Castello Oak 
ac
5982 BS 
Mussel 
ac
K369 PH 
Cloud Nebula 
dc
K096 SU 
Clay Grey 
ac
K098 SU 
Ceramic Red 
ac
7166 BS 
Latté 
ac

Industrial Vibe

K357 PW 
Greige Castello Oak 
ac
K094 SL 
Riven Slate 
qc
K027 SU 
Formed Wood 
dc
5519 BS 
Lime Grass 
ac
K353 RT 
Charcoal Flow 
ac
4298 SU 
Light Atelier 
ac

Bauhaus

K358 PW 
Honey Castello Oak 
ac
0112 PE 
Stone Grey 
ac
4298 SU 
Light Atelier 
ac
0551 BS 
Peach 
ac
0164 PE 
Anthracite 
ac
K351 RT 
Rusty Flow 
ac

zx
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q WORKTOPS ABS SQUARE EDGE

f MIRROR GLOSS
a   MELAMINE FACED BOARDS

c   HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE

d WORKTOPS POST-FORMED Bauhaus

Bohemian

K359 PW 
Brandy Castello Oak 
ac
8685 MG 
Snow White 
fc
K349 RT 
Silk Flow 
ac
8996 BS 
Ocean Green 
ac
0244 SU 
Petrol 
ac
0164 PE 
Anthracite 
ac

Modern Hellenistic

K359 PW 
Brandy Castello Oak 
ac
7045 SU 
Satin 
ac
K217 GM 
White Andromeda 
qc
5515 BS 
Marmara Blue 
ac
0121 BS 
Capri Blue 
dc
K099 SU 
Midnight Blue 
ac
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Kronodesign® Decorative surfaces Castello Oak

The integrated solution

05

SEAMLESS HARMONY ACROSS THE RANGE
With Kronodesign® decorative surfaces you are getting an exclusive, 
high quality and on-trend design, but we always ensure that our products 
are complementary. So whatever the project our products all work well 
together, giving designers and craftsmen the freedom and flexibility to 
create without restrictions. So there are always perfect matches across a 
range of products as well as laminates, edging and foils. This is what we 
call integrated solutions.

uk.kronospan-express.com/en/highlights/coordinated_solution
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Kronodesign® Decorative surfaces Castello Oak

The environment

06

BIG STEPS TO A SMALL CARBON FOOTPRINT 
Manufactured at our factory in the UK from a mix of recycled and
FSC® certified timber, Kronodesign boards are environmentally
friendly. What’s more every board locks in carbon that would 
otherwise be released into the environment, and as they are 
completely recyclable that carbon can continue to be locked in.
And in the home environment our Melamine boards and HPL
have exceeded the international standard ISO 22196:2011
(which measures a surface’s antibacterial effectiveness and the
reduction in bacteria over a 24-hour period). So not just practical,
beautiful and green, reassuringly hygienic too.

Certification Number
1224/CPD/0034

Cert. No. 2238

The Key Points
Selection, Storage, Conditioning, Laying, Movement, Fixing, Finishing & Floor Construction

Kronofloor Helpline
If you have any further questions about Kronofloor or encounter problems during installation,
call our Customer Services Department on:

01691 775 229.

678

Before any overlay finishes are fitted it is essential that the entire floor area is perfectly flat, clean and dry. Where necessary, it is acceptable to
sand off any raised joints before covering the floor. Vinyl sheet flooring or carpet may allow the board joints to telegraph through the overlay,
and will tend to show small irregularities in a floor surface to a greater extent than thicker, patterned or textured finishes.

Where vinyl coverings are used, a thin wood based panel overlay e.g. 4mm plywood, should be fixed in position, staggering joints so as not to
coincide with those of the chipboard.
BS8203 provides recommendations for the installation of resilient floor coverings.

Where carpet is to be laid and held in place using pre-nailed carpet gripper, adequate edge distance must be left for the gripper nails to avoid
splitting the boards.
BS5325 provides recommendations for the installation of textile floor coverings.

Where fully bonded coverings ride over intermediate movement joints, stretching or ridging may occur.

The fixing of ceramic tiles to any chipboard floors, floating or otherwise, is not recommended.

Finishing

Construction of Timber Battened Floating Floor
Kronofloor can be laid and fixed onto the battened floating floor following all the 
instructions provided previously.

All ground supported concrete floor slabs must have a level surface similar to that produced by a float finish.

Any irregularities can telegraph through to the Kronofloor chipboard above. Surface regularity should be class SR2 or better to BS8204 : Part 1
(i.e. maximum deviation of 5mm from under a 3m straightedge). Pre-cast concrete floors should have a level flat surface, if deviations occur a
levelling screed may be required.

A damp proof membrane (DPM) must be incorporated into the floor slab as detailed in CP102 and BS8102, to protect the chipboard floor from
residual ground moisture. A layer of suitable insulation material must be placed onto the floor slab with consideration given to loading, thermal
and acoustic requirements. The insulation must be continuous and should be laid so that the joints do not coincide with those of the Kronofloor.

A moisture and vapour control layer (VCL) providing a minimum vapour resistance of 250MNs/g must be laid above the insulation layer and
should be upturned by 38mm around the perimeter walls. 250 micron (1000 gauge) polythene sheet will provide the minimum requirement. Any
joints in the sheet should be overlapped by 150mm and taped with vapour resistant tape.

Construction at Door Threshold
Load bearing partitions must not be built on top of Kronofloor but should be continuously 
supported from beneath.
Non load bearing partitions not exceeding 81.5kg/metre (0.8kN/M) can be built directly on 
top of Kronofloor.

As an alternative, in areas where more stability and additional loading is required, treated 
timber battens can be incorporated into the construction of the floor.

Vapour Control Layer

Insulation Layer

Concrete Floor Slab

Construction of Floating Floor
Access for pipes and other services must be pre planned as shown previously. This can be 
provided by proprietary systems or square edged boards screwed to timber battens. At 
door thresholds treated timber battens should be inserted to support the Kronofloor on 
the cut edges and to counteract local compression. A movement gap equal to that on 
both sides of the threshold should be included.

Construction of Floating Floor

Kronofloor installed on joists
It is essential that square-edged boards are supported continuously along all edges. This is 
best achieved by positioning them with their long edges butt-jointed on the centreline of 
a joist/batten and supporting the short edges by noggings or counter-battens.

Joists should be installed as recommended in BS5268 and the appropriate spacings are shown in the table below. Joists must have a moisture
content of less than 20%, and must be perfectly level over the floor area.

Suitable insulation material may be fitted between the joists, but it is important to maintain good cross ventilation along the joists.

Kronofloor should be laid and fixed to the joists following all the instructions provided previously. Gluing boards to joists or battens can reduce
the risk of squeaking if joist movement occurs.

It is a NHBC requirement that the edges of the panels where they abut a wall are supported and nailed to a timber noggin.

Joisted Floors

Kronofloor is suitable for a wide range of flooring applications including
floating and joisted floors. Kronofloor has a tongue and groove profile on all
four sides and is available in two thickness’ 18 and 22mm.

Underside

Kronofloor Joint Profile
Top Side (Marked on Top)

Kronofloor Technical Specification

The values show  are typical test results when tested against the listed method.

Specific Properties

Property Test Method Unit  P5 (18mm) P5 (22mm) 

Internal Bond EN 319 N/mm2 0.45 0.40

Swelling in Thickness (24hr) EN 317 % 10 10

Bending Strength EN 310 N/mm2 16 14

MOE EN 310 N/mm2 2400 2150

IB after Cyclic test EN 321 N/mm2 0.22 0.20

Swelling in thickness after Cyclic test EN321 % 12 11

General Properties

Property Test Unit Specification EN 312) 

Thickness (sanded) EN 324-1 mm +/- 0.3

Length & Width EN 324-1 mm 2

Squareness tolerance EN 324-2 mm/m 2

Formaldehyde Class E1 EN 120 mg/100g ≤8

Moisture Content EN 322 % 5 to 13

Property Application Test Method Unit Requirement
To  comply with the Building

Regulations Part E, use: 

Sound Insulation

Internal joisted floors,
within a single house

EN 323 kg/m2 ≥15
1 layer of
22mm P5

Internal joisted floors,
between apartments 

EN 323 kg/m2 ≥25
2 layers of
18mm P5

The mark of
responsible forestry

www.fsc.org

FSC® C018728

®
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Kronodesign® Decorative surfaces Castello Oak

Castello Oak. 
Inspired by slow grown hardwoods,
perfected by Kronodesign®

To watch the Castello Oak video,  
scan here
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K359 PW Brandy Castello Oak



Create stunning layouts with the newest feature of our 
mobile app. Use your own images and mix and match 
them with our new decors.
Your design, your way. 

Download the Kronodesign®  
Mobile App with new features

Wood, perfected




